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Abstract
Trajectory prediction has a significant impact on many location-based
services such as local search, traffic management, and routing
services. Existing trajectory prediction techniques utilize the object’s
motion history to predict the future path(s). However, these techniques
fail when the history is unavailable which realistically happens
for multiple reasons such as; history might be difficult to obtain,
newly registered user has no past history, or previously recorded
data is protected for privacy reasons. This paper introduces a
novel system named SimilarMove to predict the future paths of
moving objects on road networks without relying on their past
trajectories. SimilarMove analyzes the motion pattern of the moving
object under investigation and identifies other moving objects that
show similar motion patterns. Then, a Markov Model is adopted
to digest this set of similar motion patterns and produce the next
potential movements of the object under investigation along with
their likelihoods. A key aspect of SimilarMove lies in achieving a
high quality prediction while being efficient in terms of performance.

1

INTRODUCTION

Location-based services that consider the future (predicted) locations
of moving objects proved to be vital in several daily life activities.
Examples include traffic management through prediction of congested
area, vehicle routing based on anticipated future traffic, and passenger
carpooling based on proximity of final destinations, to name a few.
Several models have been developed to predict the possible future
paths of moving objects and to integrate the understanding of
human mobility into location-aware services [6, 14, 18, 32]. The vast
majority of existing prediction models primarily rely on historical
trajectories of the moving object under investigation (the query
object, from now on) in order to anticipate its future movements.
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However, these models suffer from one or more limitations. These
models (1) fail to predict future paths when the query object’s
history is unavailable or insufficient for model training, (2) assume
euclidean space and ignore the road network topology and constraints,
(3) oversimplify objects’ movement patterns by assuming that
objects always move in straight lines, move randomly, or follow
the shortest paths, and (4) suffer from efficiency drawbacks.
This paper proposes a novel system named SimilarMove, designed
to provide an efficient future path prediction even under the absence
of the query object’s historical data. The idea of SimilarMove is
to identify other objects, currently in the space, with movement
patterns that are similar to the query object’s. Similarity here is
measured by the number of road network edges shared between
the query object and the other objects on the road network. Then,
SimilarMove utilizes the next steps of the identified similarly-moving
objects as a guide to predict the query object’s future steps.
Intrinsically, SimilarMove identifies two levels of similarity, (1)
exact similarity and (2) partial similarity. If the query object’s
trajectory is fully included in another object’s trajectory, then
an exact similarity is identified. Otherwise, if the query object’s
trajectory shares some edges with another object’s trajectory, then
a partial similarity is assumed. The longest similarity will be used
in the prediction process.
On one hand, SimilarMove tries to increase the number of identified
trajectories that are similar to the query object’s. To increase the
number of identified similar trajectories, SimilarMove does not only
use the similarly-moving objects’ trajectories but also their reverses,
whenever it is valid to reverse directions based on the underlying
bi-directional road network graph. On another hand, SimilarMove
tries to reduce the computational load by filtering out trajectories
that are less likely to participate in the prediction process. Hence,
SimilarMove efficiently filters out the trajectories that share no
edges with the query object’s trajectory. Moreover, SimilarMove
gives preference to similar trajectories with multiple edges that are
ahead of the query object’s current location. The longer the similar
trajectories stretch ahead of the query object’s current location, the
more steps the system can predict for the query object. These similar
trajectories are fed into a Markov model which produces potential
next edges for the query object and computes their likelihoods.
The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
(1) This work addresses the prediction of moving objects’ future
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path under the absence of their past trajectories. (2) It proposes
the SimilarMove system that examines the similarity between the
query object’s movements and the movements of other objects
currently on the road, and uses the trajectories of similarly-moving
objects as a basis for future path prediction. (3) The proposed
system, SimilarMove, categorizes similarity as either exact or partial,
and applies this categorization on trajectories and their reverses. It
also introduces a validity filter to exclude the trajectories that are
not long enough for the desired prediction horizon. (4) It adopts
a Markov model that consumes a list of a similar trajectories to
produce a list of potential future paths along with their probabilities.
(5) It experimentally examines the accuracy and efficiency of the
SimilarMove system under heavy real-data workloads.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 studies
related work and explores different directions in the area of trajectory
prediction. Section 3 formally defines the problem. The architecture
of the SimilarMove system along with its components is described in
Section 4. Section 5 experimentally evaluates SimilarMove. Finally,
Section 6 concludes the paper.

2

RELATED WORK

This section explores and compares the previous attempts to predict
the future trajectories of moving objects. More specifically, we cover
two main related directions, namely, route prediction and trajectory
similarity measurements.
(1) Route prediction, several techniques have been developed to
predict future paths based on historical data [5, 10, 14, 22, 35, 37].
Nevertheless, some of these techniques predict whole routes [10],
others predict partial routes [26, 34, 35], whereas some predict
final destination[14, 22, 37]. In [35], a simple Markov model is
employed to predict the short-term driving route. The authors
focus on the static route selection that ignores any dynamic traffic
conditions. On the other hand, authors in [26, 34] consider dynamic
traffic conditions and advocate that simple Markov model is not
enough to capture variable order Markov dependencies. In [10],
a similarity trip algorithm is developed to predict the end-to-end
route of a vehicle based on vehicle’s past trips observations. In [22],
the authors introduce a technique for predicting driver’s destination
based on the assumption that drivers tend to choose preferred
routes. Authors in [2, 13] present the Panda system for supporting
spatial predictive queries over moving objects in Euclidean spaces.
In [25], a novel index structure, named Predictive tree (P-tree) is
proposed for processing predictive queries against moving objects
on road networks. Authors in [7–9] develop a library that provide
real-time processing of spatio-temporal operations on moving objects
connected through the Internet of Things. In [1], authors present
their vision of how to provide an integrated macro location-aware
service that acts harmoniously, and how each micro service can be
further improved by better incorporation of novel technologies. In
[12], authors review the current research trends and present their
related applications in the field of predictive spatiotemporal queries
processing. In [4], the authors introduce the iRoad framework for
evaluating predictive queries on moving objects for road networks.
In [14, 37], prediction models are proposed to discover frequent
trajectory patterns and use these patterns to predict the most
probable location of moving objects. Some studies integrate semantic
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Figure 1: Road Network Graph

information of routes to improve prediction. Authors in [5] propose
an approach to improve route prediction by considering semantic
information associated with routes such as day and time of departure.
(2) Trajectory similarity measurements, several techniques for
measuring similarity between trajectories have been introduced in
the literature [11, 16, 17, 20, 28, 29, 33]. In [33], a comprehensive
study of four trajectory similarity measures is introduced. These
measures include the longest common sub-sequence (LCSS) [31],
the Fréchet distance [3, 24], the dynamic time warping (DTW) [15,
30], and the edit distance [19]. The study in [33] investigates the
differences between these measures. In [16, 17, 28], various methods
to identify spatio-temporal similarity between trajectories over
road network graphs are proposed. Discovering similar trajectories
of moving objects under the presence of noise is also introduced
in [11, 20, 29].
SimilarMove differentiates itself from the above studies by being
the first attempt to perform the prediction process without any
knowledge of the query object’s past history. Instead, SimilarMove
considers the current ongoing trips of others surrounding moving
objects to guide the prediction of the query object’s future trajectory.

3

PRELIMINARIES

This section presents the preliminary concepts that will be used
throughout the rest of the paper and formalizes the problem statement.

3.1

Definitions

Definition 1. Road network graph G(N, E) consists of a set of
nodes N that represent road intersections, and a set of edges E that
represent road segments.
Figure 1 shows an example road network graph. Table 1 contains
a number of moving objects’ trajectories τ1 to τ14 travelling over
the given road network graph. The given road network graph and
the moving objects’ trajectories will be used to illustrate further
examples throughout this paper.
Definition 2. Trajectory τ . is an ordered set of edges visited by a
moving object, i.e., τ ={e 1 , e 2 , e 3 ,....en }.
Definition 3. Prediction Order Por der . refers to the number of the
query object’s edges used to query the prediction model. It is counted
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from the query object’s current edge backward. For instance, assume
τ =(e 1 ,e 2 ,e 4 ,e 8 ) and Por der (τ ) is 2, this means that the predictive model
will be queried by the sequence (e 4 , e 8 ).

Table 1: Moving Objects Trajectories
Trajectory
τ1
τ2
τ3
τ4
τ5
τ6
τ7
τ8
τ9
τ10
τ11
τ12
τ13
τ14

Definition 4. Future steps F is defined as the number of future
road segments we aim to predict in the future.
Definition 5. Direct similarity D Sim (Qτ , τi ) measures the similarity
between the query object’s trajectory Qτ and another moving object’s
trajectory τi , where the query object and the other moving object are
both travelling in the same direction.
Lenдt h(lonдest common sequence(Q τ , τi ))
D Sim =
Lenдt h(Q )
τ

Definition 6. Reversed similarity R Sim (Qτ , τi ) measures the
similarity between the query object’s trajectory Qτ and the reversed
direction of another moving object’s trajectory τi . The negative sign
in the equation denotes the reverse direction.
Lenдt h(lonдest common sequence(Q τ , Rever se(τi )))
R Sim = −
Lenдt h(Q )
τ

Road Segments
e 6 , e 7 , e 16 , e 14
e 8 , e 16 , e 14
e 7 , e 16 , e 14
e 7 , e 16 , e 19
e 7 , e 16 , e 17
e 8 , e 16 , e 17
e 11 , e 9 , e 7 , e 16
e 18 , e 13 , e 12
e 12 , e 13 , e 18
e 12 , e 11 , e 9 , e 7 , e 16
e 11 , e 9 , e 7
e 11 , e 12 , e 13
e 13 , e 17
e 14 , e 13

Definition 7. The overall Similarity between the query object’s
trajectory Qτ and another moving object’s trajectory τi is the maximum
absolute value of the direct similarity and the reversed similarity.
Sim(Qτ , τi ) = max(D Sim (Qτ , τi ) , | R Sim (Qτ , τi )|)

concerns. These are actual challenges that location-based services
face in real-world applications.

Definition 8. An Exact Match between Qτ , τi is declared if
D Sim (Qτ , τi ) = 1.

4

SIMILARITY-BASED PREDICTION

This section describes the proposed system (SimilarMove) for predicting
Definition 9. An Exact Reversed Match between Qτ , τi is declared
the future path of the query object without the need for the object’s
if R Sim (Qτ , τi ) = -1.
own historical trips.
Main Idea. The idea of SimilarMove is to leverage similarly
Definition 10. A Partial Match between Qτ , τi is declared if
moving objects currently in the vicinity of the query object to
0 < D Sim (Qτ , τi ) < 1.
predict the query object’s potential future path. In more details,
Definition 11. A Partial Reversed Match between Qτ , τi is declared
when SimilarMove receives a query object’s trajectory, it checks
if −1 < R Sim (Qτ , τi ) < 0.
the similarity between the query object’s trajectory and the current
Definition 12. A trajectory is valid for prediction if it (a) contains
moving objects’ trajectories and extracts those similar trajectories
at least the last segment travelled by the query object and (b) has
that have moved exactly or partially like the query object. After
future steps that are sufficient for prediction, i.e., greater than or equal
that, SimilarMove checks the validity of the similar trajectories for
F . The validity between query trajectory Qτ (e 1 , e 2 , e 3 ,..ecur r ent ) and
prediction purpose. Only the valid for prediction trajectories are
another trajectory τi can be expressed as follows:
extracted from the list of similar trajectories. SimilarMove denotes
V alid(τi ) ⇐⇒ [(ecur r ent ∈ τi )∧(Lenдth(τi )−O f f set(ecur r ent in τi ) ≥the trajectory as “valid for prediction” based on two criteria; first, the
F )]
last segment traversed by the query object exists in this trajectory,
and second, the similar trajectory must have a number of future
Definition 13. Prediction probability P is a percentage value
segments, (segments after the last traversed edge in the query
that reflects a certainty level that the query object will go through the
object’s trajectory) that are equivalent to (or more than) the number
predicted path. The higher the value, the more confident the prediction
of steps we want to predict in the future. In other words, the valid
is.
trajectory shows some similarity with the query object’s trajectory
and stretches in the future beyond the current location of the query
object.
3.2 Problem Statement
For efficiency purposes, the SimilarMove’s predictive model employs
a hash-table that contains all paths extracted from the valid trajectories
Given a query object’s trajectory Qτ in its current trip and a set
as keys and next future paths with expected probability as values.
of moving objects T rajectoriesCur r ent in their current trips, it is
The path probability P reflects how frequently each future path
required to predict the future motion path of the query object when
has been visited by moving objects’ in the network.
the data about its own historical trips are unavailable. The goal of
Figure 2 demonstrates the architecture of SimilarMove which
this research is to achieve high quality of future paths prediction and
consists of two main layers namely, the filter layer and prediction
at the same time the proposed solution should be able to perform
layer. SimilarMove receives moving objects’ trajectories and query
efficiently by reducing the query processing time.
object’s trajectory, and returns the query object’s predicted path.
The importance of this work emerges from the case when a
The returned path could be utilized by any relevant location-based
query object has no prior trips to use for prediction or the service
service (LBS), e.g., traffic management or ride sharing, etc.
provider is not allowed to use the object’s past trips for privacy
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Algorithm 1 SimilarMove: Similarity-based Prediction
1: INPUT: Query object’s trajectory Q τ , Moving objects’ current

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

Figure 2: SimilarMove Architecture

9:
10:
11:
12:

trajectories T r aject or iesCur r e nt , Model order Por d e r , Future steps
F
SET Simil arT r aject or ies List S ← ϕ
SET V al idT r aject or ies List V ← ϕ
/* Created Predictive Model */
SET SequenceT abl e ← ϕ
/* Step 1: compute similarity */
S = Compute_Similarity(Q τ ,T r aject or iesCur r e nt )
/* Step 2: checks other trajectories prediction validity */
V = Check_Validity(Q τ , S , F)
/* Step 3: prediction model builder */
SequenceT abl e = Build_Predictive_Model(V , Por d e r , F)
/* Step 4: path predictor */
Quer yResul t = Get _F utur e_P at hs(Q τ , SequenceT abl e , Por d er )

Algorithm. Algorithm 1 illustrates the pseudo code of SimilarMove.
13:
The algorithm receives, (a) query object’s trajectory in its present
14: OUTPUT: Return QueryResul t
trip, (b) other moving objects’ trajectories currently in the space,
(c) prediction order, and (d) a number of future segments to be
predicted. As output, the algorithm returns the query object’s
partially like the query object. For this purpose, the Similarity
predicted path. The algorithm has four main steps that are briefly
Module computes the similarity between the query object’s trajectory
described as follows:
and all other trajectories of objects that are currently moving
Step 1: Similarity Check. This step eliminates non-similar
over the road network. Based on the computed similarity value,
trajectories whose motion patterns are completely different from
non-similar trajectories are filtered out and a list of similar trajectories
that of the query object. In Line 7, the algorithm checks the similarity
is returned.
between the query object’s trajectory and the current moving
In this work, our proposed Similarity Module considers both
objects’ trajectories through a proposed function which is described
direct and reversed similarity measurements. To give an example,
later in section 4.1.1.
consider the two trajectories τ8 and τ9 in Table 1 with the sequences
Step 2: Validity Check. This step filters out trajectories that
(e 18 , e 13 , e 12 ) and (e 12 , e 13 , e 18 ), respectively. Intuitively, the direct
will not contribute to the prediction process from the set of similar
measured similarity value will be between 1/3, (the longest common
trajectories produced from step 1. In line 9, the algorithm checks
sequence of edges in order). This is a partial similarity. However, we
the validity of similar trajectories for prediction by calling the
can notice that τ8 has the same segments as τ9 , yet, in the reverse
check_validity function which will be detailed in section 4.1.2.
order. Therefore, the Similarity Module’s output will indicate that
Step 3: Prediction Model Building. In this step, SimilarMove
the two trajectories are the same but in a reversed direction. In
builds its predictive model based on the list of valid trajectories
this case, the measured similarity will be 3/3 and we add the minus
produced from step 2. This model is represented by a hash table
sign to indicate the reversed similarity. Therefore, similarity value
called SequenceT abl e , line 11. The key of this (key, value) pair table
between τ8 and τ9 is −1. The value behind considering reversed
is a sequence of visited road edges (e 1 , e 2 , e 3 ,..en ). The order of this
similarity in addition to forward similarity is to increase the pool
sequence reflects a real object’s trajectory. The value of the hash
of similar trajectories and, consequently, improve the prediction
table maintains all possible future segments and its corresponding
process.
probabilities. Building the SimilarMove prediction model is done
Algorithm. Algorithm 2 illustrates the pseudo code of the proposed
through a generic function which will be detailed in section 4.2.1.
Similarity
Module. The algorithm takes two input parameters, (a)
Step 4: Path Prediction. This step returns the predicted path
query object’s trajectory Qτ , and (b) current moving objects’ trajectories
along with its relevant probability P. Using the in-hand query
object’s trajectory, a look-up operation is performed on the SequenceT abl e TrajectoriesCur r ent . In line 8, the similarity algorithm iterates over
each trajectory included in the current moving objects’ trajectories.
to retrieve a predicted path and its P value, line 13. Details on this
Then, in each iteration, the direct similarity is calculated, line 9.
look-up operation are provided in section 4.2.2.
The direct similarity is computed by dividing the length of common
sequence between the iterated trajectory and the query object’s
4.1 Filter Layer
trajectory by the query object’s trajectory length. It is critical to
The basic role of the filter layer in SimilarMove is to clean current
note that, no need to compute reversed similarity in case direct
moving objects’ trajectories before further processing by the prediction
similarity result is 1 which indicates exact match. In case that direct
layer. Therefore, the filter layer is composed of two main modules
similarity is not equal to 1, the reversed similarity is computed,
namely, similarity module and validity module. In this section, the
line 12. The reversed similarity is computed by dividing the length
filter layer modules are discussed.
of the common sequence between the reverse path of the iterated
trajectory and the query object’s trajectory by the query object’s
4.1.1 Similarity Module. Main Idea. The main idea of the Similarity
trajectory length. Then, the final similarity result will be the largest
Module is to extract trajectories of objects that move exactly or
absolute value between the direct similarity and the reversed similarity,
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Algorithm 2 Similarity Module
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:

procedure Compute_Similarity
INPUT: Query object’s trajectory Qτ , Moving object’s
trajectories T rajectoriesCur r ent
OUTPUT: Return similar_trajectories S
SET SimilarTrajectories S ← ϕ
SET DirectSimilarity D Sim ← ϕ
SET ReversedSimilarity R Sim ← ϕ
SET Similarity Sim ← ϕ
for all Trips Ti in TrajectoriesCur r ent do
Lenдt h(CommonSequence(Ti ,Q τ ))
D Sim =
Lenдt h(Q τ )
/* if D Sim =1,R Sim computation skipped */
if D Sim <> 1 then
Lenдt h(CommonSequence(Rever se(Ti ),Q τ ))
R Sim =
Lenдt h(Q τ )
end if
Sim ← max(D Sim , |R Sim |)
if Sim > 0 then
if D Sim ≥ R Sim then S.add(Ti )
end if
if D Sim < R Sim then S.add(Reverse(Ti ))
end if
end if
end for
end procedure

line 14. The direct similarity is selected, if it is greater than or equal
to the reversed similarity absolute value. Otherwise, the reversed
trajectory will be included in the candidate list of similar trajectories,
lines 17 to 20 in Algorithm 2). The check in line 15 ensures that
all non-similar trajectories are excluded from the candidate list
of similar trajectories. Finally, the algorithm returns the similar
trajectory list.
4.1.2 Validity Module. Main Idea. The main idea of this module
is to examine the usefulness of each similar trajectory, returned
by the similarity module. The trajectory is deemed useful or valid
if it can support the prediction of a desired-length future path F
as in Definition 4. For a trajectory to be valid for prediction it
needs to (1) include the current road segment in the query object
trajectory, τCur r ent Edдe , and to (2) have a number of edges, after
the edge corresponding to τCur r ent Edдe , equivalent to the number
of desired future steps for prediction F .
Algorithm. Algorithm 3 shows the pseudo code of the proposed
Validity Module. The algorithm takes three input parameters, (a)
query object’s trajectory Qτ , (b) a number of future steps needs
to be predicted F , and (c) similar trajectories list S. First, the
algorithm identifies the query object’s current edge τCur r ent Edдe .
Next, the validity algorithm iterates over the similar trajectories
list. For each trajectory in that list, the algorithm searches for
τCur r ent Edдe inside it. If τCur r ent Edдe does not exist, the Validity
Module ignores this trajectory since it is “Not Valid for Prediction”.
Otherwise, the Validity Module checks that the remaining length
of the trajectory in hand Traji after τCur r ent Edдe is sufficient to
support the prediction future steps F . If that is the case, Traji will
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Algorithm 3 Validity Module
1: procedure Check_Validity
2: INPUT:Quer y ob ject ′s t r aject ory Q τ , F utur e St eps F,

Simil arT r aject or ies S

3: OUTPUT: Return V
4:
SET V al idT r aject or ies List V ← ϕ
5:
SET O f f set ← ϕ
6:
SET τCur r e nt Edдe ← ϕ
7:
τCur r e nt Edдe ← Get last segment in Q τ
8:
for each trajectory T r aj i in S do
9:
if τCur r e nt Edдe exists in T r aj i then
10:
O f f set ← Get τCur r e nt Edдe Offset in T r aj i
11:
if Length(T r aj i ) − Offset ≥ F then
12:
V .add(T r aj i )
13:
end if
14:
end if
15:
end for
16: end procedure

be added to the valid trajectories list V which will be passed to the
prediction layer as an input.
Example. Assume that the query object’s trajectory is τ7 , Table 1,
and assume the number of future steps to be predicted (F ) is 1.
According to τ7 , the similar trajectory list contains {τ1 , τ2 , τ3 , τ4 ,
τ5 , τ6 , τ10 , τ11 , τ12 }. Theses trajectories τ8 , τ9 , τ13 and τ14 are not
included in the similar trajectories list because there is no similarity
(or no common edges) between them and τ7 . Then, the Validity
Module refines the similar trajectories list as follows: (1) τ10 is not
valid for prediction because it doesn’t have further steps after the
current edge of τ7 , which is e 16 , (2) τ11 , and τ12 are not valid for
prediction because this trajectory does not contain e 16 , and (3) τ1 ,
τ2 , τ3 , τ4 , τ5 , τ6 are valid for prediction because e 16 exists in all
of them and there is at least one edge travelled by each of these
trajectories after e 16 .

4.2

Prediction Layer

The prediction layer is the second stage in SimilarMove. It first
builds a predictive model out of the list of valid trajectories and,
then returns the query object’s predicted path. The prediction layer
is composed of two main modules namely, the model builder and
path predictor.
4.2.1 The Model Builder. Main Idea. The input to the model builder
is the set of valid trajectories that are produced by the filter layer.
The output of the model builder is a predictive model. The predictive
model is represented by a hash-table of Key and value pairs, where
the key is a sequence of past (or already-travelled) edges in a
trajectory and the value maintains a sequence of future (or to-be-travelled)
edges and its probability P. Note that all edges that precede the
current edge τCur r ent Edдe (including the current edge itself) are
considered past travelled edges. The past is considered starting
from τCur r ent Edдe and stretches back to a maximum of Por der
edges. All edges that are after the τCur r ent Edдe are considered
future to-be-travelled edges.
Algorithm. Algorithm 4 demonstrates the pseudo code of the
SimilarMove’s predictive model builder. The model builder inserts
all consecutive travelled edges of valid trajectories as keys in the
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Algorithm 4 Model Builder Module
1: procedure Build_Predictive_Model
2: INPUT: Valid Trajectories List V , Future steps F, Prediction order
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:

Por d e r
SET SequenceT abl e ← ϕ
/* V trajectories consisting of consecutive road segments stored as
model keys based on Por d e r in array data structure */
SET Model K eys ← ϕ
/* This variable represents as hash-table contains future segments
as key and probability as value */
SET ModelV al ue s ← ϕ
SET Possible Future Segments F S ← ϕ
SET P r obabil ity P ← ϕ
for all segments (e 1 ...e n ) in Model K eys do
F S ← F segments following (e 1 ...e n )
for all segments e in FS do
/* Probability that e follows (e 1 ...e n ) in Model K eys */
P ← count times that e follows (e 1 ...e n )
/* Insert key-value pairs into ModelV al ue s */
ModelV al ue s ← [FS, P]
Count = Count + P
end for
for all [FS, P] in ModelV al ue s do
update P = P / Count
end for
Sort (ModelV al ue s ) DESC based on P
/* Insert key-value pairs into sequence table */
SequenceT abl e ← [Model K eys , ModelV al ue s ]
end for
OUTPUT: Return SequenceT abl e
end procedure

hash-table. For each key (or past travelled edges sequence in a
trajectory), the model builder inserts all future to-be-travelled edges
along with their probability P as values in the hash table. Figure 3
shows an example hash table and presents an exampe that will be
detailed later in this section. With the assumption that there are
plenty of moving objects being tracked the system, we expect that
for the same sequence of past travelled edges, different moving
objects will take different sequences of future (or to-be-travelled)
edges. For every sequence of future edges, P is defined as the
probability of a future sequence of edges to be travelled given a
specific set of past travelled edges. P calculated as the number of
trajectories which share the same future sequence of edges divided
by the total number of trajectories who share the sequence of past
edges. In other words, the probability P of a specific sequence
of future edges represents the percentage of trajectories that will
fan out into this future sequence relative to the total number of
trajectories that share the same past sequence.
Example (Exact Match). Figure 3 illustrates an example hash-table
that is used in the model builder. Assume that the Por der (or how
many edges we look backward as history) is 2 and the number of
future steps F to be predicted is 1. Based on the example trajectories
in Table 1, assume that the query object is τ7 .
The valid trajectories produced from the filter layer according
to the query object trajectory τ7 are the trajectories that exactly or
partially match the past travelled 2 edges of τ7 , which are (e 7 , e 16 ).

Figure 3: Prediction Model Hash Table

If a trajectory contains these two edges, it is considered an exact
match. If it only include one edge, it is considered a partial match.
The trajectories that exactly match τ7 and contain the two edges
(e 7 , e 16 ) are: τ1 , τ3 , τ4 and τ5 .
Note that each one of these trajectories stretches at least by
on edge after these two edges in order to be considered valid for
prediction.
The trajectories that partially matches τ7 and share only one
edge (e 16 ) are: τ2 and τ6 .
In the case of a mix of both exactly and partially matching
trajectories, exactly matching trajectories are considered and inserted
in the hash table. Hence, Figure 3 has the key of (e 7 , e 16 ) along with
three expected next edge values e 14 , e 19 , and e 17 . The edge e 14 is
the probable next step as indicated by τ1 and τ3 . e 19 and e 17 are the
probable next steps as indicated by τ4 and τ5 , respectively. Because
e 14 is the next edge of two trajectories, while e 17 and e 19 are the
next edges of one trajectory each, the probabilities are adjusted in
the hash table to reflect these weights. Hence, e 14 gets a probability
of 0.5, while e 17 and e 19 get a probability of 0.25 each.
Example (Partial Match). Now, consider the query object trajectory
τ14 . The most recent two edges are e 14 and e 13 . There are no trajectories
that share the exact same two edges with τ14 . However, τ8 and τ9
partially share e 13 with τ14 . It is a partial match because only one
edge matches while the Por der is desired to be two. Please note
that τ12 is not considered a direct match with τ14 although they
share e 13 with each other. τ12 is an invalid direct match because it
has no edges that will help in prediction after e 13 . However, if we
reverse the direction of τ12 , considering a reverse match, τ12 can
yield e 12 as a next probable step after e 13 . Figure 3 has the key of
(e 13 ) along with three expected next edge values e 12 , e 17 , and e 18 .
All of them are set to equal probabilities.
The example above constructs a hash table for a one step future
prediction. Using similar probability distributions and histograms,
we use a Markov Model (MM) [21] to construct the prediction
model’s hash table for higher future steps. MM is an efficient
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Algorithm 5 Path Prediction Module
1: procedure Get_Future_Paths
2: INPUT: Query object’s trajectory
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

Q τ , Created model
SequenceT abl e , Prediction order Por d e r
SET P r obabil ity P ← ϕ
Sear ch K ey ← get last Por d e r segments from Q τ
[Predicted_Path,P] ← SequenceT abl e .get(Sear ch K ey )
if [Predicted_Path, P].Count( ) ≥ 1 then
< P r edict ed _P at h, P > ← [Predicted_Path, P] with
max(P)
end if
if < P r edict ed_P at h, P > is Null And Por d e r > 0 then
− − Por d er ;
Get _F utur e_P at hs(Q τ , SequenceT abl e , Por d e r )
end if
OUTPUT: Return P r edict ed_P at h, P
end procedure

learning algorithm that is based on a strong statistical foundation
and that is flexible and efficient in handling inputs of variable length.
Markov Model (MM). Here, the Markov Model represents the
sequence of travelled edges as a sequence of X(i), where i is the
offset of the edge in the order they are encountered. As stated in
[23], MM refers to the trajectory edges as ..., X(-2), X(-1), X(0), X(1),
X(2),..., where X(0) is the object’s current road edge. X(-1) and X(-2)
refer to one and two previous steps, respectively. X(1) and X(2)
refer to the unknown future road edges to be predicted. MM gives
a probabilistic prediction over future road edges based on the past
travelled edges. For example, P[X(1)] represents the probability of
a one edge ahead of the object’s current location. P[X(2)] is the
probability of two edges ahead, and so on. The first order Markov
model says that the probability P[X(1)] for the next road segment
is independent of all the object’s past movement history except for
X(0), the current road segment:
P[X (1) |X (0), X (−1), X (−2), ...] = P[X (1) |X (0)]

(1)

Similarly, a second order Markov model is based on the two most
recent edges,P[X(1)|X(-1),X(0)]. In general, a nt h order Markov
model, (n ≥ 1), can be built to predict the mt h future edge (m ≥ 1).
The general nt h order model can be expressed as following:
Pn [X (m)] = P[X (m) |X (−n + 1), X (−n + 2), ..., X (0)]

(2)

Previous studies indicate that the accuracy is largely affected
by the order of the Markov Model. Using higher order models
also helps to improve the prediction accuracy to some extent [10].
However, with the increase of the order, the computation complexity
also increases. Thus, we conduct a series of experiments to investigate
the relationships among the prediction accuracy, the prediction
order Por der , and the efficiency of the system.
4.2.2 Path Prediction Module. Main Idea. The main idea of the
path prediction module is retrieve the predicted path with the highest
probability out of the prediction model’s hash table. The path
prediction module looks up the hash table of the prediction model
using the past edges of the query object’s trajectory. It starts by
an exact match of a number of edges that is equivalent to Por der .
If an exact match is not feasible, then the path predictor looks for

Figure 4: Compare SimilarMove to Random Guess (Accuracy)

Figure 5: Compare SimilarMove to Random Guess (Performance)

a partial match that matches the longest possible sequence of the
query object’s trajectory.
Algorithm. As shown in Algorithm 5, based on the specified
prediction order value Por der , the path predictor considers the last
edges in the query object’s trajectory as the look-up key. Then, the
path predictor searches the SequenceT abl e , that holds the prediction
model’s hash table, using the look-up key to get the corresponding
value (i.e., path/probability pair) as its result. If an exact match of
the look-up key is found in the hash table, the process terminates
and the value associated with that key is retrieved. Otherwise, we
decrease the look-up key length and look for some partial match,
Lines 9 to 12. In all cases, (exact match or partial match), the path
predictor gets the future segments with the highest probability P
as the expected future path for the query object.
Example (Exact Match). Given the model created in figure
3 and the query object’s trajectory τ7 (e 11 , e 9 , e 7 , e 16 ). The path
predictor aims to infer the query object’s future movement. First,
path predictor constructs the look-up key from τ7 last two edges
which is (e 7 , e 16 ). The look-up key consists of two edges because
the Por der is 2. Second, the path predictor inquires the model stored
in the hash-table by the constructed key (e 7 , e 16 ) and gets the
associated results. Finally, the path predictor returns the path with
the highest probability (e 14 , probability 0.5) as the final result. It is
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The average length of each trajectory is 10 segments. So, the total
number of trajectories is 1760. A GPS trajectory is represented
by a sequence of time-stamped points, each containing a latitude,
and a longitude. The data of the road network is obtained from
OpenStreetMap [27]. All data points of trajectories are map-matched
to road segments. Then, the experiments are conducted on trajectories
of edges that represent the road segments. All SimilarMove’s modules
are implemented in JAVA inside eclipse PHOTON IDE. All evaluations
are conducted on a PC with Intel(R) Core(TM) processor and 16GB
RAM, and running on Windows 10.

5.2
Figure 6: Exact Match VS. Partial Match (Accuracy)

Figure 7: Exact Match VS. Partial Match (Performance)
interesting to note that in case that there are two or more possible
next edges with the same highest probabilities, the model returns
all of them as possibly predicted next moves for the query object.
Example (Partial Match). Consider the query object’s trajectory
τ14 , the path predictor constructs the look-up key again as the last
two edges of τ14 which are (e 14 , e 13 ). When the path predictor looks
up the model’s hash-table using this key (e 14 , e 13 ), no exact match
is found. Since no exact match is found, a partial match would be
attempted. The Por der is to be decreased by 1, and a new key of one
edge is to be constructed, (e 13 ), with the new Por der =1. Then, the
path predictor looks up the model hash-table’s hash table with the
new down-sized look up key (e 13 ). Fortunately, the path predictor
returns e 12 , e 17 , and e 18 , each with P = 0.33 as the final result.

5

EXPERIMENTS

In this section, the accuracy and performance of SimilarMove will
be evaluated experimentally.

5.1

Experiment Setup

Data Pre-processing. All the experiments use the data collected
by Microsoft Research in the Geo-life project [36] during April 2007
to August 2012. The data contains GPS trajectories of 182 users. We
cut the 182 trajectories into small trajectories with a small length.

Accuracy Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the accuracy of our proposed system
SimilarMove. The accuracy is measured as the number of correct
answers given all answers to predict the final edges of the query
object. Overall, the accuracy increases with the increase in the
prediction orders, while the accuracy experiences a downward
trend when the number of future steps increases. In addition, the
accuracy gradually experiences an upward trend as more similar
trajectories that belong to other moving objects are available in the
system.
Impact of Future Path Length. In this set of experiments,
Figure 4 compares the SimilarMove against a random guess of the
object’s next move. The number of future steps, from 1 to 4, is
plotted on the x-axis. The Y-axis shows the accuracy as a value
between 0 and 1. This experiment chooses a random guess of future
movements as the baseline for comparison because previous studies
have not dealt with prediction without self-history. Obviously,
SimilarMove achieves higher accuracy than the random guess because
SimilarMove learns from the nearby trajectories while random guess
does not. In specific, SimilarMove can achieve more than 60% for
first step prediction compared to 40% for random guess. We can
notice that, as expected, the prediction accuracy decreases as we
predict farther in the future. However, SimilarMove improves the
accuracy by a range from 12% to 30%.
Impact of Exact and Partial Similarity. In this set of experiments,
Figure 6 compares the accuracy of exact match and partial match
cases against several prediction orders. Intuitively, it is observed
that the exact match achieves higher accuracy than partial match.
The justification behind this observation is that the more similar
the trajectories are, the more likely they will go to the same place
as a next step.
Impact of Adding Reversed Similarity. Figure 9 compares
the effect of using direct similarity solely against the combination
of direct and reversed similarities on accuracy. It is noticeable that
considering direct and reversed similarities together enhances the
accuracy. Considering both D Sim & R Sim offers a bigger pool of
similar and valid trajectories to build the prediction model.
Impact of Similarity Volume. Figure 8 examines the effect of
increasing the number of similar trajectories K on the prediction
accuracy. Figure 8 reveals that there has been a gradual increase
in the prediction accuracy when the number of similar trajectories
increases. The justification for this increase comes from when the
similar trajectories increase, the prediction probabilities increase.
This experiment consists of 1200 similar trajectories, (i.e., partial and
exact match to the query object). Beginning with k=400, we increase
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Figure 9: Direct VS. Direct & Reversed Similarities (Accuracy)

k four times by adding 200 trajectories each time, and ending up
with k equals to 1200 similar trajectories. In K=200 the average
accuracy was around 0.5, while on K=1200 the average accuracy
was around 0.7, this concludes that the average accuracy increased
by around 5% for each increase of K. This means, SimilarMove is able
to learn better upon the existence of sufficient volume of objects
with similar moves to the query object.

5.3

Performance Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the run-time performance of the proposed
system, SimilarMove.
Overall, the processing time increases with the increase in both
prediction orders and the number of future steps to predict. This
increase comes from the fact that the computation overhead to
build the predictive model increases upon considering longer steps
backward, (Por der ), or upon looking farther in the future, (F ).
Impact of Future Path Length. Figure 5 compares the SimilarMove
with the random guess according to the CPU time when we vary
the number of future steps from 1 to 4. As every gain has to come
with a price, the higher accuracy of SimilarMove comes with a
higher processing time. But the good thing is that its processing
overhead is still smooth, i.e., when we increase the future steps
by 4 times, the processing overhead increases by just 2.5 times.
The smooth efficiency of SimilarMove is attributed to its ability
to filter out a big portion of the current trajectories by applying
the similarity and validity filters before building the prediction
model. That significantly cuts the processing overhead and allows
SimilarMove to scale nicely when we look far in the futue time
horizon.
Impact of Similarity Level. Figure 7 compares the performnace
of the exact match and the partial match in terms of CPU time. It
is observed that the partial match consumes more CPU time than
the exact match. This observation is based on the fact that, in the
partial match, the number of similar trajectories is likely higher
than the number of trajectories in the exact match. Therefore, the
processing overhead will be higher in partial match to analyze a
larger number of trajectories.
Impact of Adding Reversed Similarity. Figure 10 compares
the impact of using the direct similarity D Sim alone against using

Figure 10: Direct VS. Direct & Reversed Similarities (Performance)

both direct and reversed similarities, D Sim & R Sim . As expected,
this figure shows that direct and reversed similarities together
consume more processing time than just direct similarity as the
former produces larger set of trajectories than the later. Hence, more
processing time is required to compute similarity, check validity,
and model building.
Impact of Similarity Level on Model Size. This experiment
examines the impact of increasing the prediction order on the
predictive model size. Figure 11 compares the predictive model
size for both similarity cases; exact match and partial match when
the prediction order increases from 2 to 5. At prediction order of
1, both exact and partial match are the same. In exact match, the
predictive model size starts with 7 KB when the prediction order is 2,
and ends with 15 KB when the prediction order is 5. In partial match,
the predictive model size starts with 10 KB when the prediction
order is 2, and ends with 27 KB when the prediction order is 5.
Approximately, the predictive model size increase by around 2 KB
for every increase in the prediction order by 1. Since partial match
finds larger pool of similar trajectories than the exact match. So,
the prediction model based on partial match always occupies larger
space.
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Figure 11: Prediction Model Size on Disk
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CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented the SimilarMove system that predicts the
future trajectory of a moving query object under the absence of the
object’s movement history or past trajectories. The system leverages
the knowledge of other moving objects that are co-located with the
query object in the space, explores similarities in their trajectories,
and utilizes these similarities to predict the query object’s future
movements. The system is layered into four modules. The similarity
module identifies a set of similar trajectories, then, the validity
module filters out trajectories that are believed to be non-useful
in the prediction process. Using the set of valid trajectories, the
model building module constructs a predictive model that will be
queried by the path prediction module to retrieve the predicted
future path along with its expected probability. Experiments showed
that SimilarMove provided accurate prediction results and achieved
high performance.
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